MLC MASTERCL ASS
HOLIDAY PROGRAMME

C L A R E M O N T

3-6 October 2017 | 9am-5pm

MLC’s Masterclasses are designed for girls and boys aged eight and over, of any skill level.
Choose one of two four-day programmes, or try our Mix It Up options – you choose the
number of days and classes.

4 DAY PROGRAMMES
Culminating in a presentation to
parents/guardians on the final day.
CUTTING-EDGE CODING
(Suitable for 10 years and above).
Develop a greater appreciation of the amazing applications
of technology in our world today. Explore the relationships
between the digital and real worlds with Stephen Dornan, Head
of Research and Learning Innovation at MLC. Accept individual
and collaborative challenges to create and problem solve using
programming languages Scratch HTML, CSS and JavaScript to code
a website. Explore MLC and discover how Augmented and Virtual
Reality technologies unite. A personal mobile device is required.

TREMENDOUS TEXTILES - TOTES AND TOYS
Learn to sew- beginners welcome! Create the coolest tote bag this
summer or bring a fabulous toy to life. Participants will be guided
with passion and enthusiasm by Liz Bozsa- Fashion design and
Fine Art graduate and MLC Collegian. Learn the basics of sewing on
a machine and overlocker then choose a beautiful fabric to start
your project. Master the machine, learn pattern cutting, and how
to embellish with buttons, beads and hand stitching.

4 DAY PROGRAMMES
CODING $360
TEXTILES $400

MIX IT UP

Choose one or any combination of
these classes for up to four days.
See timetable on following pages.
MASTERCHEF WITH BRENDAN MURPHY –
CHEF EXPLORER
(Suitable for participants 10 years and above).
Chef-Explorer Brendan Murphy has worked as a Chef worldwide
for over 20 years and taught Cookery for the last 15 years.
Brendan can’t wait to share his knowledge and worldly stories
as he encourages students to create unique dishes and learn
international techniques. Send your taste buds around the world!

MASTERCRAFTERS ART
Visual artist, Leigh Claessen has been represented locally and
internationally and her art workshops are highly regarded.
Students are encouraged to extend their understanding of the
visual elements using different mediums, materials and varying
techniques. Be submersed into the colour filled shoes of an artist.

BEAT-MASTERS - A WORLD OF PERCUSSION
Rosie Taylor and Nanna Faulkner are professional musicians based
in Perth. Both are MLC Collegians and studied classical music at the
Western Australian Academy of Performing Arts (WAAPA), with a
focus on percussion. Together, Rosie and Nanna bring a wide range
of exciting skills to this MLC Masterclass. They will explore percussion
music and skills from around the world.

COOKING $115 PER DAY
ART | 2 DAY DECK DUDES $220
ART | 1 DAY CL ASSES $100 PER DAY
MUSIC | PERCUSSION $90 PER DAY

For further details call 9384 4000 or visit
the MLC website at www.mlc.wa.edu.au/
learning/masterclasses
Bookings www.trybooking.com/RNJB

MLC MASTERCL ASS MIX IT UP

Choose to do four days of one topic or design a unique combination from any of these
Masterclass options to suit the number of days you would like to participate.

C L A R E M O N T

TOPIC

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

MLC MASTERCHEF

PIZZA, PASTA AND
PANNACOTTA!

TASTE OF MEXICO - Fantasico!

LUNCHBOX ENVY

AM Botanas, a selection of snacks
perfect for Amigos! A platter of
Tortilla and Totopos with a duo of
dips. Then learn the secret recipe
of Chef Brendan’s famous Chicken
Enchiladas.
PM Embrace the land of chocolate
and chili -Mexico. A delicious
Chocolate Cake, with a dare to
add chilli.

AM Ditch the vegemite sandwich
and look forward to exciting
lunches with power packed wraps,
sensational sushi and Vietnamese
Rice Paper Rolls.
PM Brendan’s marvellous Mississippi
mud cake. How to make everyone at
school envious!
Master Chef Challenge
Cake decoration, chocolate piping
and fun!

UNITING BRENDAN’S
KINGDOM!

(Suitable for participants 10 years
and above)
Chef-Explorer Brendan Murphy has
worked as a Chef worldwide for over
20 years and taught Cookery for the
last 15 years. Brendan can’t wait to
share his knowledge and worldly
stories as he encourages students
to create unique dishes and learn
international techniques.

AM Roll up your sleeves, make fresh
pasta, a classic Napoli Sauce and the
perfect Pannacotta.
PM Make Pappa Brendan’s fresh
pizza dough then decorate and
devour yummy Pannacotta- Bravo!
Master Chef Challenge
Pizza Pizzazz! Napoli sauce and
secret ingredients to make the
supreme Pizza.

BEAT-MASTERS

AM BODY BEAT

AM AMERICAN BEATS

AM MARIMBA

Rosie Taylor and Nanna Faulkner
are professional musicians based
in Perth. Both are MLC Collegians
and studied Classical Music at the
Western Australian Academy of
Performing Arts (WAAPA), with a
focus on percussion. Together,
Rosie and Nanna bring a wide
range of exciting skills to this MLC
Masterclass. They will explore
percussion music and skills from
around the world.

An exciting introduction into
percussion using the human body!
Fascinating rhythm, sounds and fun
grooves.

Our own Super bowl Band! An
introduction to the American
marching drumline! Collaborate with
new friends to create a drumline
masterpiece including the sounds of
snares, tenor and bass drums.

Explore the beautiful Zimbabwean
marimba tradition. Learn two
exciting pieces including Manhanga
and Chava Chimurenga. Google
them to get inspired- so cool!

PM SAMBA BEATS

Trash or instrument? Bring in any
item from home that you think
may be used as an instrument.
Experiment with on all sorts of
unusual items to create playful
percussion music.

PM HAND DRUMMING
From Latin Congas to African
Djembe we explore the world of
hand drumming with music. A loud
and exciting afternoon full of West
African and Latin American inspired
grooves.

It’s Carnivale time! Colour your
day with the sensational Samba revitalising rhythm and sounds from
Brazil!

PM TAKE THE TRASH OUT!

The techniques of food with funny
names from the UK.
AM Scottish broth, served with a
toasted Welsh Rarebit and Yorkshire
Toad in the Hole.
PM A nostalgic journey for Chef
Brendan to Derbyshire for a hands on
lesson in the renowned Bakewell Tart
accompanied by sauce Anglaise.

AM STORY TELLING AND
MUSIC MAKING
Write a story and bring it alive using
a range of fabulous percussion
instruments. Expression at its best.

PM JAPANESE TAIKO
DRUMMING
A unique opportunity to explore
the almost ritualistic rhythms of the
powerful and brilliant Taiko Drums.

MLC MASTERCL ASS MIX IT UP

Choose to do four days of one topic or design a unique combination from any of these
Masterclass options to suit the number of days you would like to participate.

TOPIC

TUESDAY

MASTERCRAFTERS ART

DECK DUDES! Skateboard design DECK DUDES! Skateboard design METAL PETALS

THE COLLAGE OF NATURE

Visual artist, Leigh Claessen
has been represented locally
and internationally and her art
workshops are highly regarded.
Students are encouraged to extend
their understanding of the visual
elements using different mediums,
materials and varying techniques.

AM Street Art, Murals, Skate Park
shapes? Gather inspiration to create
your own gnarly deck design using
mixed media - letters, numbers,
acrylic and spray paints and so much
more.
PM TAG Time
Use colour and creativity to design
your initials on a canvas board with
a multitude of materials- tape, acrylic
paint, metallic markers and more.

AM Gain inspiration from a walk
through the MLC grounds- the river,
the trees the sky… Capture images
with your iPad/iPhone and return to
a plethora of materials to recreate
your image on canvas board - water
colours, paint, tissue paper, oil
pastels etc.
PM Transforming treasures.
Gather gifts from nature on your
morning walk and incorporate them
into an MDF masterpiece.
Drawing the objects, painting around
them with acrylic paint and using oil
pastel to add detail.

To make a booking booking visit

www.trybooking.com/RNJB

WEDNESDAY

C L A R E M O N T

AM The final layers of design, marker
detail and varnish. Ready to roll to
the skate shop for wheels, next stop
the half pipe.
PM Movable Wire Mummies Make
your own skater or chilled out
“Mummy” from wire and muslin. Or
make a scary Mummy for Halloween!

4 DAY PROGRAMMES
CODING $360
TEXTILES $400

THURSDAY
AM A floral creation like no other.
Create a magnificent mandala
inspired CD centrepiece, embellish it
with hand drawn petals and place it
on MDF board adorned by your own
abstract design.

MANIC BOTANIC
PM Admire the layers of beauty
as you marvel at flowers through
a viewfinder, replicate the colour,
shapes and patterns to create an
observational drawing and painting
on canvas board with pencil, paints
and pastels.

COOKING $115 PER DAY
ART | 2 DAY DECK DUDES $220
ART | 1 DAY CL ASSES $100 PER DAY
MUSIC | PERCUSSION $90 PER DAY

FRIDAY

